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CEOs are feeling the pain of
strategy-to-execution disconnects

78%

54%

78% of Global CEOs
surveyed expect
to transform
their organizations…

…Yet only 54% of
organizations are
satisfied with their
ability to execute on
their strategic vision

76%

54%

76% agree that their
leadership team
shares a consistent
view of the
strategic priorities…
…However, only
54% believe their
strategy has been
sufficiently translated
into clear actions
that will achieve
their objectives

Source: PwC “Global Performance Alignment Survey”
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Multiple challenges contribute to planning ‘surprises’
severely impacting business performance to plan
Typical planning attributable ‘surprises’
Operating
Margin

Business impact

• Weak, delayed or
• Lower margin mix
regional shift of
• Higher return or
customer sales
warranty claims
• Regulatory changes
• Mix variances to plan
• Pricing pressures
reducing ASP

• Higher discounting
or promotions
• Product roadmap
changes (Unplanned
R&D spend)

 Misalignment of product portfolio with
market direction and margin goals

• Company policy on
managing supply/
demand balance
• Poor NPI / EOL
execution

• Change to
manufacturing cost
• Lower utilization
affecting cost
allocation
• Higher expediting
costs

• Timing of marketing
expense
• Inventory write-offs
• Separation payments

• Competing
products/technology
• Quick NPI
• Capacity or supply
issues of suppliers

• Changes to
• Changes to partner
commodity pricing or
product development
licensing costs
cost
• Competition pricing
• One time supply
chain costs

Suppliers /
Competition

Company
internal

Customer /
Market

Revenue

PwC

Gross Margin

 Imbalance customer demand with
constraints in order to achieve customer
service, operating margin, and working
capital targets
 Unpredictability in supply and costly
inventory build-up
 Lost ability to maximize revenue and
margin opportunities due to inability to
make timely trade-offs, adjustments
and investments
 Organizational fatigue resulting from
silos and mistrust
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S&OP is a key component of any organization’s
planning process; linking strategy to execution
Key S&OP Requirements

Strategic Planning

S&OP

•

Inputs – Unconstrained demand,
constrained supply plan with constraint
visibility, inventory projections, product
roadmaps, etc.

•

Process – Overall planning calendar with
pre-meetings to resolve gaps/identify
escalations

•

Organization – Resources to manage
process, provide critical thinking, and
facilitate meetings; executive participation
and endorsement

•

Data/Tools – Alignment on data sources
and key demand-supply views

Sales and Operations Planning
(Volume and Financials)
Sales Plan

Operations Plan

Financial Plan

Resource Plan

Supply Planning

Demand Planning

Business Planning

Marketing Programs Product Roadmaps

Master Scheduling
Production Scheduling,
MRP, and Materials Planning
(Execution)

Strategic & Business
Planning
Supply Chain
Planning

PwC

Sales & Operations
Planning

Scheduling

Execution
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S&OP value proposition
New Product
Revenue

Revenue

—
=
—

=

COGS

Gross Profit

Operating Expenses

Operating Income

Gross
Margin

Inventory
Write-offs

Operating
Margin



Sample Client Results
Better new product
• 65% revenue growth
readiness
• 2-3 Weeks of Supply reduction in owned
 Fewer
stock-outs
Improved
supply
and channel inventory each
 Improved
customer
planning
• 25% reduction in inventory
 ser
More informed supplier
• Reduced stockouts: 45% to <5%
negotiations
Example Benchmarks*
 Lower inventory investment
16–28% Advantage
Delivery Performance
 Less inventory obsolescenceInventory Reduction
25–60% Advantage
30–50% Advantage
 Fewer expedited shipments Fulfillment Cycle Time
Lower Supply Chain Costs 25–50% Advantage
20–30% Advantage

Fill Rates

*Source: PwC’s Integrated Supply-Chain Benchmarking Study

Operating Income

=

Operating Margin

Cash Flow

Revenue

PwC
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Achieving leading practice S&OP requires
transformational change in several areas
Process/Data

Organization/People
FROM
• Functional view
• Independent
• Metrics-functional
• Many fragmented
decisions
• Unit focused

TO
• Cross functional view
• Ongoing communication
• Metrics-process cycle
time
• Executive decisions
• Margin focused

FROM
• Unlinked data models
• Unique operational
forecast
• Reactive
• Limited demand view
• Internal data
• Unconstrained supply
view

TO
• Integrated data model
• Common forecast
• Proactive against plan
• Aggregated demand view
• External data included
• Constraints visible

Technology/Tools
FROM
TO
• Mostly Manual
• Automated
• Multiple data sources
• Single database
• Cumbersome what-if
• Quick simulations
• Limited data visibility
• Broad data visibility

PwC
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Leading companies are building on their S&OP
capabilities to achieve better financial performance…
65%

Increasing
Revenue
Improving
Forecast Accuracy
Improving New
Product Launch
Improving
Asset Utilizaiton
Reduction in
Inventory

38%
55%
28%

More companies are shifting
focus to enhancing the top line
using S&OP but fewer than
40% feel S&OP helps them
achieve improved results

53%
36%
46%
32%
40%
36%

Fewer than half of
respondents remain focused
on S&OP benefits traditionally
pursued and claim
significantly smaller
performance gaps

N=182 Total Respondents

“Please rate how important each of the following business benefits are”
“Please rate how well your company performs at achieving each of these benefits”
Source: Gartner (partial survey results)
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…because some S&OP practices have not been
effective in driving strategy-to-execution
People/Organization

Process/Data

• Volume Focused

• Multiple Forecasts

• Tactical Decisions

• Hidden Constraints

• Supply Chain View Only

• Reactive Effort To Meet Plan

• Siloed Communications

• Disaggregated Demand View

• Metrics Gap Avoidance

• Multiple Data Models

Technology/Tools
• Manual Calculations
• Multiple Databases
• No link to P&L Impact
• Cumbersome Simulations
• Poor Data Visibility

• Broken External Data Links

These gaps cause a shift in focus away from achieving business goals such as growth,
profitability, innovation and risk management
•
Focus on Avoiding Mistakes –Companies fail to see that by simply balancing demand and supply
each month, they are striving to meet service requirements of customers – to avoid service
shortfalls and major mis-steps in the market - and are not focused on balancing business profit,
growth, innovation and risk
•

Focus on Process – Participants focus on a monthly meeting cycle and structure, rather than the
content of the S&OP meetings. The timing of S&OP should be driven by business goals, critical
decisions and information access which are often missing

•

Focus on Volume –Business leaders typically explore different solutions with a volume based
approach and fail to clearly link the effects of decisions on their financial performance and other
strategic goals

PwC
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Misalignment of planning and decision making are a
major root cause of strategy-to-execution disconnects
Demand
Planning
Revenue
Planning

Misalignment
Product
Planning

Inventory
Planning

S&OP
Plan

Financial
Planning &
Budgeting
(“AOP”)

Strategic
Planning

Sales &
Marketing
Planning

Supply
Planning
Capital
Planning

Production
Planning &
Scheduling

Successful strategy-to-execution requires clarity on which
decisions and their potential impact must really be aligned

PwC
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IBP requires a decision-driven approach, not a process
centric one
PwC’s perspective: Typical, process-centric
IBP implementations get lost in complexity

S&OP
Financial Planning
Exec.
S&OP

• Companies struggle with big, complex decisions
that are typically made by
executive intuition

Demand
Planning

Strategies
• Products
• Channels
• Assets

• Process focus without decision priorities get
bogged down trying to solve everything;
relatively few decisions drive enterprise value

Tactical
S&OP

Supply
Planning

Conclusion: IBP should focus first on the
highest value but difficult decisions

Decision Value

Many valid, equally weighted strategies
lead to inconsistent, suboptimal results

No
Brainers

IBP Focus
Why
Bothers

Decision Complexity
PwC
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PwC’s IBP links strategic planning and execution by
focusing on strategic intent and key metrics
Demand
Planning

Lenses of Strategic Focus

Revenue
Planning
Capital
Planning

Inventory
Planning

Align
Financial
Planning &
Budgeting
(“AOP”)

Sales &
Marketing
Planning

Decide

S&OP Plan

Planning Integration
Supply
Planning

Product
Planning

Make vs buy
Should production facilities be sold and
production outsourced to focus on key
technologies and core competencies in
R&D, sales and marketing, etc.? What is
the impact on margins, flexibility, IP
protection, etc?
PwC

Production
Planning &
Scheduling

Enable

S&OP

Strategic
Planning

Integrated Decision Analysis

Reduce Operational Redundancy
How should the company’s physical
assets be optimized/managed to
eliminate redundancies and reduce fixed
costs while supporting future margin
growth goals?

Increase share in profitable
geographic markets
Which regional and enterprise-level
margin (revenue and cost) drivers
should be deployed with goals and
incentives to achieve higher share of
profitability geographies?
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Effective IBP requires a collaborative and integrated
technology enabled infrastructure
• Foundational capability for timely
decision-making based on
information sharing and
executive level collaboration

• Instant, multi-dimensioned
information for fact-based
trade-off analysis and decisionmaking

• Data and knowledge bases
seamlessly linked to easily
shift between different
planning levels

• Technology/data enablers facilitate
“management by exception”

PwC

IBP
Technology
Drivers

• Real-time dashboards and
advanced visualization

• Greater flexibility for “what-if”
analysis built on consistent taxonomy
and hierarchies for structured master
data (product, customer, financials,
calendars, time horizons)
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Our S&OP maturity index is a good barometer of
process maturity and business performance
• Where are you today?
• Where do you need to be?

Integrated Business
Planning (IBP)
Integrated Executive S&OP
Stage 3

Emerging S&OP
Stage 2

Ad-hoc S&OP
Stage 1
• Process and calendar defined
but regular compliance is poor

• Process and calendar driven by
Operations and include some
Sales, Marketing, Eng, and
Finance engagement
• VP/Director-level participation;
limited SVP/EVP involvement

• Generates a single, consensusdriven shipment plan at all
levels tied to revenue plans

Stage 4
• Integrates financial goals,
unconstrained demand, and
resources to generate consensus
plans that optimize revenue and
margin
• CXOs participate/endorse
process and provide guidance

• Strategic priorities/plans and
key partner inputs captured in a
business assumptions package

• Incentives/MBOs across all
functions drive S&OP
engagement and collaboration

• Dedicated S&OP org drives
activities; non-Ops groups
engaged /provide key inputs

• Product roadmaps and market
segment plans reconciled to meet
financial/shared goals

• NPI schedules integrated into
S&OP processes

• Market and supply scenarios
analyzed to mitigate risk and
pursue market upside

• Pre-meetings used to resolve
disconnects/identify strategic
issues to escalate

• Advanced analytical tools with
"what-if" analysis integrated with
financial modeling
• Integrated, end-to-end systems
provide holistic views to make
proactive, fact-based decisions

• Planning is reactive and focuses
on tactical issues

• S&OP meetings focus on
current quarter demand-supply
disconnects

• Limited engagement outside
Operations

• Major supply constraints are
understood and addressed

• Poor visibility to end-to-end
planning data

• Excel used to aggregate and
analyze demand-supply data

• Supply constraints analyzed in
advanced tools with supply
“what if” capability

• Difficult to link operational data
to financial forecasts

• Robust reporting enables key
data roll-up and drill-down

PwC
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Thank you!

Douglas Kent
douglas.j.kent@pwc.com
+1 480-243-3135

This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters of
interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not
act upon the information contained in this publication without obtaining
specific professional advice. No representation or warranty (express or
implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information
contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law,
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, its members, employees and agents do not
accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty of care for any
consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance
on the information contained in this publication or for any decision based
on it.
© 2016 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved. In this
document, “PwC” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, which is a
member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each
member firm of which is a separate legal entity.
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